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Editor’s Blurb
April has seen the start of 
Spring and has been a very 
good flying month, after a 
mostly shut-down winter. 
We were owed it! 

There have been some 
classic Perran and Chapelporth days, with excel-
lent photos by Phil capturing that magic.

Unlike many other clubs we have an active PPG 
scene going on and this discipline has seen some 
epic flights this month as we’ll see.

As a Comp Secretary, it’s great to see all the KHPA 
League action compared to last year at this point 
in time. I’ll post the League results so far in this 
issue. On the HG side, Graham Phipps seems to 
be having a revival of the mad-for-it spirit, and 
is currently at 163 points already in the League! 
Don’t lose hope. I know there are a lot of com-
petitive pilots - young guns of course, but also 
maybe seasoned maestros like Tim and Daisy - 
who would want to beat him to the top spot or 
at least the longest flight. It would be something 
to see some epic flights that upset the cart here :D 

As for the PG League, I seem to be almost the 
only one submitting scores so far! Low scores but 
you can see that they do add up - so be sure to 
get your out and returns and short over the backs 
in to Tim at this point of the year. With the lack 
of big distances, everything is up for grabs in this

league - and I’m sure we’ll see an exciting show-
down as the summer moves on with some big 
flights. As Comp Secretary I say: ‘Bring it on!’ :)

Please be sure to send anything through during 
the month to make the Bulletin reflect the club’s 
flying activities and helps motivate us all to en-
joy and improve our flying. It’s supposed to be 
inclusive - but for this to happen, there’s got to 
be some input  - or you might have to suffer the 
editor banging on about XC forever :))

Mark

Chairman’s Chat
Is this year going fast or 
what?  Maybe it is just that 
there has been a reasona-
ble amount of flying and 
along with the month-
ly meeting and the now 
“regular” XC workshop

the month fills up quickly.  Good to hear of flying 
from club members at a variety of sites and on 
all disciplines.  The hangy boys had a super day 
at High Cliff and even managed to get a few K’s 
in. The Paramotor gang have been out and about 
and seem to have covered most of Cornwall ;) 
Last but not least paragliders have been having 
a good time with plenty of ridge soaring, ridge 
running, xc flights and even some inland stuff up 
the Brea, so all in all pretty good.

The second XC workshop was well attended with



some new faces joining in as we discussed ther-
maling techniques and Carn Brea thanks for in-
put from those attending and especially to Wyn 
D for his insights into Carn Brea.  Next month 
Thermal sources and thermal sites.

Congratulations to our newly qualified pilots and 
great to see them out there putting in the airtime 
and the ground work making the most of condi-
tions. 

The club meetings are settling into a regular for-
mat and with a turn out of around 20 members 
are a good time to catch up not only with club 
business but also with other pilots sociably add 
in the “monthly matter” and its a good evening 
out with cheap drinks. If you have not been for 
a while why not come along and see what goes 
on, oh and you can even vote on the photo com-
petition.

Well thats April and here comes May along with 
inland Spring thermals and for those of you who  
set out to play with them please remember they 
are waking up with plenty of energy!

Phippsy

KHPA Leagues
Hang Gliding League 

Positions

         1. Graham Phipps - 163.70
         2. Tim Jones - 51.40

Alan Fowler enjoying Perran

Phil Lyons and Steve Warner playing

Dredgie kiting Adie’s old wing



 
         3. Dave Dewhurst -  27.30
         4. Wyn Davies - 16.52
         5. Chris Holmes - 3.90

Paragliding League

Positions

         1. Mark Smith - 58.80
         2. Graham Phipps - 7.20

All the flight tracks can be found on the Ker-
nowXC.com website if you’re interested in the 
details. Also write-ups and videos in the Blog bit.

Remember, all your early flight entries may be 
replaced through the summer. Tim recommends 
just bunging ‘em in, in the spirit of the compe-
tition. ‘Over the back’ XCs, as long as they are 
over 1km will get you a x2 multiplier, and any 
declared flight where you say what your goal is, 
will get you a x1.3 multiplier.

XC Challenges
Here are some classic out and return flights for 
the League that I’ve picked out from previous 
years. Of course you can make your own up.

All challenging out and return flights - particular-
ly the one to Hell’s Mouth and back. Any takers 
this year?? There’s always the epic Sandymouth / 
Bude to Hartland Quay and back if you are will-
ing to take the trip up there on a Westerly.



And for those with the XC bug, here are some obvious flights - not including sea thermal XCs from 
Aggy and Chapel. Only two of these have been done and all are on the cards this year - ho ho.

A lot of flying inland XC is about adventure and 
going with the flow of course. But these lines 
show the ‘maxed out’ distances fro sites which 
may be motivating. For instance, while Jon Tre-
wartha and Pete Coad have flown from Rosewall 
Hill to Praa Sands, they’ve not flown to Falmouth 
which should be possible. Just connect with that 
convergence and have an epic!! 

If Phippsy, Graham, Tim, Pete and others could 
pull off frequent 30+km flights here 30 years ago 
on old school hang gliders, imagine the poten-
tial now! Phippsy has already knocked off a 30km 
flight from High Cliff this month. Wyn has been 
showing how it can be done from Carn Brea on 
a paraglider. Some others are perfectly capable 
of these kinds of flights too at this point in time 
- and others have the potential with practice and 
good coaching in the right conditions at Carn 
Brea or Rosewall. 

Jon Trewartha was the best local XC PG pilot 
I’ve known. He started doing hops over the back 
from Carn Brea.  It took quite a few tries before 
he got the knack. Lots of pilots in the South Dev-
on club fly XC across the moors - not just one 
or two skygods. Its about heart as much as skill 
and experience. Remember that if you can get 
good getting away from our little hills (Carn Brea

and hopefully Rosewall soon) you’ll be able to 
fly XC almost anywhere in the UK except maybe 
really knarly, rotory sites with fearsome reputa-
tions.  Bigger hills are easier to fly. Take a trip 
to Wales if you want some easier, longer flights 
to fire your passion for XC, but hone your tech-
nical skills here in Cornwall for those 10-30km 
flights right on your doorstep. As Graham Phi-
pps says, “it’s all relative”. 10 km in Cornwall is 
a good flight. It means that you’ve been at base 
and had to connect with your second thermal. 
And if you’re starting out, 3 km over the back is 
also a good effort - you can’t just glide from the 
top of a mountain like you can in other places 
to cover 3km - you have to climb and track well.

Rosewall Hill Site

Recently we’ve opened up Gwenvor and Morvah 
in Penwith and seen a lot of flying at those sites. 
And Looe Bar / Gunwalloe is in the pipeline too. 
Rosewall Hill is another inland site that our club 
used to fly regularly. Looking at the July 2006 
Bulletin this was what was going on at Rosewall:

“Rosewall hill has been seeing some serious 
action this July. On Sunday 16th it was boom-
ing. John T. had three XC flights - to Halsetown, 



Carbis Bay and Troon. The last flight was with lit-
tle Al, and they both just about got to the con-
vergence. Dave flew to Trencrom, fell in a stream, 
and got a tick which he will report on later. Mark 
B. flew to near St Ives. Mike Abbott flew to Hal-
setown, timing his thermals well as usual. What a 
day! Then on the 27th July, Pete and John caught 
a boomer and flew to near Praa Sands!”

Here is the write-up I did of this site back then in 
2006- and it may be worth trying to contact the 
landowner again to bring this site back to life:

“Jon T. has negotiated use of this site with the 
farmer. It is accessed from the Rosewall car park 
on the B3306, just out of St Ives in the road to-
wards Zennor. Go up the path and make your 
way across the ferns, fences, etc, to the take-off 
clearing at the top of the hill marked by the red 
X in the diagram below. The landing field is the 
thin long field directly below in front of the road. 
There should be a wind sock in it, just as there is 
a wind sock in the take off clearing. Do not land 
in any other nearby field as this will endanger the 
site! The site takes a WSW’ly best, but might work 
OK with a westerly. ...This is a thermic site and 
the landing field is quite tight. The ferns (which 
trap heat) occasionally kick off bullet thermals on 
approach to land (with strong downdrafts too) 
which may take you by surprise and require that 
you take corrective action to land. It is not a be-
ginner’s site but it’s less intimidating than Carn 
Brea.” ...You can soar this site, like Carn Brea.

XC Workshop highlights
We were talking about thermalling techniques 
and Carn Brea at the last XC workshop. Some tips 
that came out of this were the following:

    -  Use pressure in the wing (as well as beeps)    
        to guide your turns and build a picture of
        the thermal shape. This is about feel.
    -  Bigger, more organized thermals are often
        only found after passing through ‘waves’ or
        spikes of disorganized lift.
     - If your vario is increasing, straighten up, if
      it is decreasing turn. Passing through the
       the back of a thermal may require you do 
           a tight 180 deg turn to re-enter the thermal
         even though you do this in heavy sink.
      -  When you circle, first weight-shift, then
         break - it’s more efficient.
   - Adjust your bank and keep up pressure
         with outer brake, not inner brake.
     - Lower down > tighter circles; higher up >
         wider circles, as the thermal gets bigger.
      -  Mirror conditions: agressive if thermals are
         rough and gentle if they are mellow.
   - Sometimes, turning out from centre-line
         and then into the thermal can improve cir  
         cling efficiency.
      - Getting away from a small hill will often 
         involve thermalling back low, then pushing
         into wind, connecting with 2nd thermal,
         etc, not just using one good thermal.
      -  If you lose a thermal, you’re likely to have
         been blown out of the back of it.



We watched a video of Wyn at Carn Brea demon-
strating good ground-handling control - some-
thing needed with the mixing thermals and wind 
on the small take-off there since we’re not al-
lowed to clear a decent launch area! 

You can find Wyn’s 3-part video of a previous 
year’s flight from Carn Brea to Penryn here (click).

Rosewall Hill Site

Recently we’ve opened up Gwenvor and Morvah 
in Penwith and seen a lot of flying at those sites. 

Some Flights From April

3rd April

Wyn Davies, Richard Whitmarsh & Ian Ferguson 
enjoyed 2 hours on their paramotors touring 
Cornwall in spectacular conditions.

5th April

Graham Phipps flew his hang glider from St Ag-
nes deep into the heart of the Lizard for a big 
distance.  Epic! 

An album of stunning photos from this flight can 
be found on Wyn’s flying FB page here.

What a privilege to tour Cornwall in this way!

7th April

Richard Whitmarsh was out with Wyn (PPG) high 
above the clouds for another big tour of the 
county on this beautiful day.



11th April

Mark A Smith got a couple thousand feet above
Carn Brea in light conditions and made it to the 
far end of the reservoire, landing after working 
the hill west of it for a while without success. Very 
frustrating, but happy to get a retrieve from Adie.

12th April

Tim did the Gwenvor-Land’s End Out and Return. 
He’re his write-up on the KernowXC.com site.

“Tim J found himself alone at Sennen with a 16-
18 mph breeze. It was off quite a way to the west 
but he thought it was ideal conditions for a trip 
to Lands End and back. After take-off he scooted 
straight across to Sunny Corner to build some 
height and drifted along to Gwenvor to use as 
a turn point in case of an out and return. With 
the wind virtually straight along the slope over 
the village he didn’t anticipate much lift there so 
he built height at Sunny Corner and glided with 
full VB straight across the bay to the hut on the 
point. From there it was a straightforward glide 
to Lands End for a showboat in front of the visi-
tors then an exhilarating whoosh back over Sen-
nen Cove village to take-off and across to Gwen-
ver to tag the end of the out and return.

It was so much fun he did it again but with no

one else to play with after that it was an early 
pack up and home in time for tea.”

13th April

A late afternoon’s flying at St Agnes all alone for 
Phippsy saw light sea thermals and the indication 
of some inland ones just behind launch.  After an 
hour or so of playing Phippsy decided to take 
whatever came through and drift and see what 
happened. Leaving the ridge at a few hundred 
feet in a light one up saw him  make it back over 
the Beacon (just) where some inland lift kept him 
in the air as far as the road to Mount Hawke.

15th April

A fantastic post-cold front day today, with Phi-
ppsy, Tim J and Wyn D all going XC from High 
Cliff - with some good distances covered. This 
was Graham’s report:

“A bit of enthusiasm saw the old boys Tim J, Phi-
ppsy, Graham M and Pat B joined by the upstart 
Wyn D head to High Cliff where they were joined 
by Martin F, kind of in the middle all on Hangies.

A super day’s flying was had resulting in Tim 
leading the way over the back in light sea ther-
mal followed by Phippsy and Wyn. Overdevelop-
ment saw the flights end a little prematurely with 
Wyn down at around 10 k Tim near Launceston 
and Phippsy near to Lifton for 30 k. 

Easy retrieves and a really sociable hour over 
coffee on the way home rounded off a cracking 
day.”

 

      Wyn Davies at High Cliff - 15th April



A good video of Wyn’s flight (his first on his 
WW Talon) can be found here. He suggested I 
share this video, partly on account of the lessons 
learned from a strong wind landing in which he 
clipped a hedge.

On the same day, Mark A. Smith succeeded in his 
Pendeen lighthouse to St Ives project - although 
not in both directions - taking off from Morvah.
A video with tips on where to find lift on this 
exciting 18 km turnpoint ridge run flight can be 
found here. 

(It remains to be seen if it is possible to get past 
Zennor and back from Pendeen, or whether you 
can get past the lighthouse - crossing directly 
over the lighthouse to the cliffs beyond.)

The day before on the 14th April (also post cold 
front) Phil Lyons and friends were further up the 
coast enjoying fantastic conditions at Chapel-
porth. (Sorry - can’t find names on the FB page 
that go with Phil’s photos.)

         On glide to St Ives!

Phil’s superb photos from Chapel on the 14th.

16th April

Another fab day at Perran with Phil taking the 
quality shots here again.

Phil has also got some great hangie shots from 
Vault Bay on the 9th April.

How good has April been????  Magic.

Roll on another great month in what is looking 
like a much better Spring than last year.



April 2017 Photo Winner
Phil Lyons - Vault Bay

Steve Penaluna Trophy
The May meeting brings to memory the anniver-
sary of Steve’s accident in 2001 whilst competing 
in France at the British Nationals Hang Gliding 
Competition.  Steve was only a few years into his 
flying and showed all the promise, talent, char-
acter and attitude needed to become not only 
a skilled pilot but also one that would make the 
most of his abilities.  In addition to his personal 
flying he had the personality that was infectious 
and encouraged those around him to seek to 
make the most of their own talents at all levels.  
Unfortunately a side wire failure as Steve crossed 
the Goal line at the end of what was his finest 
flight brought all this to an end and deprived the 
Hang Gliding community of a not only what Ste-
ve was but also of what he had to offer.

Following his accident Paul Howse offered to cast 
a bronze sculpture to represent Steve’s spirit and 
to form a trophy which could be awarded annual-
ly in his memory to someone who demonstrated 
similar attributes.  The term “personal achieve-
ment” has come to encompass the reasons for 
selection and opens it up to all members taking 
into consideration their skill level, experience, 
personality, attitude and achievements. It is not 
necessarily awarded to who flew furthest, high-
est or did the most challenging flight or deed, it 
is relevant to that person in particular.

Please take alook at the KHPA web site trophies 
page  here for previous recipients and also a brief  
outline on what to consider.

Nominations are sought for suitable candidates 
and it would be appreciated if  you wish to nom-
inate you put together a few words giving the 
reasons for proposing the person in question.  
Please forward them to myself at phippsy@fly-
cloud9.co.uk and the annual vote will take place 
at the May meeting.

Phippsy


